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Oriental SPA Rituals in Turkish Bath (Hammam) 
 
 

 Duration (min.) Price (BGN) 

«Harmony» ritual 60 95 
Cleaning the dead skin cells from the entire body by means of 
aroma fruit peeling. Skin pores get opened and then aroma 
essential oils that tone up the entire body and soften the skin are 
rubbed in. 

Oriental hammam massage 60 95 
Oriental procedure for cleaning the body after being warmed up 
in the Turkish bath. The unnecessary layer of dead skin cells are 
removed with special silk glove (washcloth), elbows and heels 
are cleaned with pumice stone, and then the entire body is 
subject to aroma foam massage with natural soap made in 
special oriental skins. 

«Heavenly Feast» ritual 60 95 
Nourishing peeling with finely grounded coconut shavings, which 
deeply cleans and nourishes the skin, and the aloe vera 
massage ensures rich cocktail of minerals and antioxidants for 
the skin. 

Classical massage with foam 40 60 
An unprecedented combination of the effect of classical massage 
techniques under the relaxing and toning-up effect of aromatic 
and gentle foam. 

Exotic peeling 30 35 
Complete body cleaning with peeling at your choice – finely 
grounded coffee, aromatic scrub of Bulgarian rose, passion fruit, 
pomegranate and papaya, or bay salts from Dead Sea. Another 
option is the coconut peeling with deeply hydrating effect. 

Oriental peeling 20 30 
Oriental procedure for cleaning the entire body after warming-up 
in the Turkish bath. The unnecessary layer of dead skin cells are 
removed with special silk glove (washcloth), elbows and heels 
are cleaned with pumice stone. 

Nourishing facial mask 15 
Different types of fruits that hydrate and soften the skin and make 
it elastic. 

Nourishing hair mask 15 
By means of slight massage movements the masks is rubbed in 
moist hair. It is left to have its effect for about 15 minutes and is 
then rinsed out. The hair becomes soft, nourished and glossy. 

 
Nourishing masks are a wonderful supplement to every 
massage, especially to the procedures in the Turkish bath. 

 


